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Heat wave setting records around the world
The Associated Press

If you’ve been hot lately,
you’re not alone. Record high
temperatures have been logged
over the past two weeks in the
United States and around the
world.
Here’s a quick look at the
heat.

What’s going on?

For the week through last
Tuesday, 227 U.S. records
were broken for highest temperature for particular days,
and another 157 were tied, federal statistics show.
There was also a lack of
cooling overnight, with 451
records broken for warmest
minimum temperatures for
particular days, and another
421 tied. In Burlington, VerADVERTISEMENT

mont, for example, the temperature got down only to 80 degrees last Monday, its highest
low temperature ever.
Some other countries have
seen all-time highs, such as
105 degrees in Tbilisi, the capital of the nation of Georgia,
on Wednesday, and 109 degrees in Baku, the capital of
Azerbaijan, last Sunday. Last
Monday, Iran experienced its
hottest July temperature ever,
127 degrees.
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Global warming
making hot temps
more frequent

Climate change to blame?

Heat waves are a part of every
summer, and scientists hesitate
to link any single weather event
to the warming climate that researchers have measured over
long periods of time.
Still, Matthew Rosencrans of
the National Weather service
says that because of global warming, “heat waves like this are
likely to be more frequent going
forward than they have been in
the past.”
Jeff Masters, director of meteorology for the private forecasting
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The sun sets behind the Statue of Liberty last Sunday. Along with the heat wave, there has been a lack
of cooling overnight, with 451 records broken for warmest minimum temperatures.
service Weather Underground,
said the past week’s heat wave
“is the kind of thing you expect
to see on a warming planet . . .
it’s easier to set a heat record.”
He notes that 2016 was the
warmest year on record globally, and that year saw the
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most all-time heat records broken around the world.

Is any relief in sight?

The coming week will be
pretty hot over most of the
United States, especially in the
West, forecasters say. For the
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last two weeks of July, temperatures over the eastern half of
the country are likely to be
closer to average than they
were this past week, while probably remaining above average
in the western part of the country and the southern Plains.
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Can a 100% All-Natural Treatment for Knee Arthritis Take the Place
of Total Knee Replacement Surgery and Make it Obsolete?

Hundreds of people that
come to our clinic are
choosing our treatment
over painful knee surgery
and referring their friends
– and the treatment is
covered by most insurers
and even Medicare!

Seeing is believing: Actual Video Fluoroscopy showing the painful

knee joint before and after Hyalgan treatment. The video xray on the
right shows the cushioning treatment inside the joint - coating the
joint space and lubricating it. This allows the joint surfaces to glide
more smoothly and reduce or even end knee pain.

and NO surgery! Injections last
up to 6 months on average.
That’s only 2 injections series a
year. A local anesthetic is used

Call Right Now (631) 333-7447
www.NYKneeArthritis.com
Covered by

and most insurances.

the person. Even if you’ve had
an injection before and it didn’t
work, chances are one of our
other gels will work for you.
Come in for a FREE Screening!
Because of high demand for this
treatment, we only have slots for
20 FREE screenings a month.
But because you are reading
this, CALL US AT (631) 3337447 today and request a “FREE
Knee Pain Screening.” This
GUARANTEES an appointment
that works for you - even if
you’re after the 20 we allot for
the month.
Come in, tour our facility and
we’ll answer any questions.
Wouldn’t it be great to get your
life back without the nagging
knee pain?
CALL US NOW!!!
(631) 333-7447
Sincerely,
The Staff at the Arthritis &
Knee Pain Center Of NY
P.S. Remember: our treatment
is covered by most major insurances and Medicare, with little
or no out-of-pocket expense.
2140142801
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together. They glide much more
smoothly thus eliminating a lot
of pain. Sounds great already
doesn’t it? A simple injection

before injecting the gel, making
Injections virtually pain-free as
well.
Over-the-Counter
Supplements Aren’t The Same
Glucosamin, chondroitin and
hyaluronic acid - supplements
given to slow down deterioration
of the cartilage in the kneeare simply NOT the same as
injections and many times don’t
work. You can only get these
injections from a doctor.
The Difference In Our Treatment
Your physician may do an injection for you. The BIG problem
is 30% of doctors don’t inject
the gel into the part of the knee
where it will do the most good.
We use advanced low-dose
video ﬂuoroscopy, a low-dose
x-ray, to pinpoint the problem
area. The injection is precise
and gets the gel where it needs
to go.
Every Case is Unique
We use Hyalgan, Synvisc,
Supartz or Orthovisc for our
injection gels. Some work
better than others depending on
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Anyone who has ever experienced knee pain caused by
arthritis can attest to how
debilitating it can be and how it
hampers even the simplest of
day-to-day tasks.
Until now, there have been
limited treatment options...
taking pain medication
with negative side effects
or agonizing total knee
replacement surgery. Recovery
times lasts weeks or months
and are followed by grueling
physical therapy to rehab the
knee.
Now There’s Another
Alternative...
Arthritis & Knee Pain Center
Of NY has a 100% all-natural
treatment that doesn’t involve
medications and is covered by

most insurance companies even Medicare.
Dr. Streisand MD and the staff of
the Arthritis & Knee Pain Center
Of NY have treated thousands of
patients with Viscosupplements
(gel treatments) over the past
ﬁve years.
Viscosupplement treatment
is a revolutionary way to treat
arthritic knees. Even though
they’re manufactured by a
pharmaceutical company, they
are NOT drugs. They’re a natural
substance.
Why People Are Flocking
To This Treatment
There is no cure for arthritis
at present time. When arthritis
affects the knee, the lubricating
ﬂuid - synovial ﬂuid - dries up.
With nothing to coat the bones
in the joint, they rub and grind
together as pain steadily worsens
over time.
Viscosupplement treatment
works like a “joint oil”. The
gels are injected directly into the
knee right where it is needed.
It loosens up and cushions
the bones so they don’t grind

